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Angular dependence of the electronic energy loss of 800-keV He ions
along the SiŠ100‹ direction
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We present measurements of the stopping power of 800-keV4He ions channeled along the Si^100& axis, as
a function of the incidence angle. We compare the experimental results with theoretical calculations by using
the impact-parameter-dependent energy loss obtained from the solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation through the coupled-channel method. This nonperturbative calculation provides reliable energy-loss
results which are in good agreement with the experimental results.@S0163-1829~97!08607-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energy loss of energetic ions moving along the ma
directions of crystals has been studied for many years
addition to the underlying physics which is involved in th
channeling phenomenon, many applications such as stu
of atomic surfaces,1,2 location of foreign atoms,3,4 defect
profiles5,6 and deep implantation7 demand accurate knowl
edge of He stopping powers of channeled ions. Howeve
full analysis of the stopping of channeled ions turns out to
a complex task because it requires a precise descriptio
both the electronic energy loss as a function of impact
rameter for different projectile charge states, and also the
flux distribution across the channel.

Measurements of the channeling energy loss as a func
of the incidence angle provide information on the impa
parameter dependence of the electronic energy loss. T
are very few measurements of the angular dependence o
electronic energy loss under channeling conditions.8,9 All of
them were performed at high energies, where the ene
losses due to charge-exchange processes are of minor im
tance. Here we study the angular dependence of the e
tronic stopping power for channeled ions in silicon from t
experimental as well as theoretical points of view with H
projectiles at 800 keV. This energy is near the stopp
power maximum where charge-exchange processes o
and only nonperturbative models are able to give relia
energy-loss values.

Early energy-loss models are based on different
proaches: the local-density approximation,10 the local stop-
ping analysis,11 approximations of first-order theory fo
inner12 and outer shells,13,14 and combinations of thes
approaches.9 A full first-order calculation was only recentl
used to describe the impact-parameter dependence o
electronic energy loss arising from inner-shell ionization
the target.15 Such a treatment is reliable for light projectile
at velocities large compared to the mean orbital velocities
the target electron involved. Nowadays the computatio
power has reached a level where suchab initio calculations
may replace previous semiempirical formulas.16 Currently
there is only one model that yields reliab
550163-1829/97/55~7!/4332~11!/$10.00
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impact-parameter17 and scattering-angle18 dependencies for
heavier projectile as well as at lower incident energies~for
localized bound states!.

The channeled ion trajectories are usually obtained ei
by analytical models based on the statistical equilibriu
assumption,11 or by Monte Carlo simulations.19 Both models
yield similar results for the ion flux distribution for depth
larger than'100 nm. A full treatment of ion channeling
including a reliable energy-loss model, channeled ion traj
tories, and projectile charge distributions is still lacking, a
this work includes the first steps of such a treatment.

In this paper, we present measurements of the azimuth
averaged energy loss as a function of the ion incidence a
for 800-keV He ions along the Si^100& direction by using the
backscattering technique described in Ref. 20. The b
principles behind the backscattering experiments are
cussed in Sec. II. The results from the axial channeling m
surements are presented in Sec. III. We compare our exp
mental results with theoretical calculations based on
atomic treatment of inner-shell electrons of Si. Since the
ergy loss to inner-shell electrons is strongly dependent on
trajectory distribution under channeling conditions, a relia
energy-loss model for these electrons must be adopted. H
we use the coupled-channel method21,22 in order to calculate
the impact parameter dependence of the electronic en
loss for each charge state of the He ion in Si. This metho
far more precise than the first-order calculations which h
mostly been used in the literature. The theoretical proced
~coupled-channel method, charge-exchange treatment
ion flux distribution! used here to describe the angular d
pendence of channeled stopping power is discussed in
IV. Finally, in Sec. V, the theoretical calculations obtain
from the coupled-channel method are presented and c
pared to the experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In previous experiments, the energy loss of channe
ions has usually been determined by measuring the final
ergy of the ions transmitted through a thin single crystal.
spite of the many advantages of this method, it strongly
4332 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 4333ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRONIC ENERGY . . .
pends on the preparation of homogeneous, self-suppo
thin single crystals. In order to measure the energy loss
heavy projectiles or even for protons at low energies,
tremely thin targets should be employed. This requirem
complicates the use of the transmission geometry, and a
native methods have been used in the past.23,24

Here we use the experimental procedure described in
20 for measuring the energy loss under channeling co
tions by using the standard Rutherford backscattering te
nique RBS.25 We used a SIMOX~separation by implanted
oxygen! target26 from which the channeled energy loss c
be obtained almost directly. Besides the energy loss val
the RBS technique simultaneously provides informat
about the dechanneling that occurs when the ions travers
sample. Previous results for the energy loss of w
channeled He ions in Si along the^110& direction27 have
shown that the present backscattering technique yields c
neled stopping power values that are consistent with th
obtained from transmission experiments.28

The SIMOX sample used in the present experim
consisted of a 1500-Å Si^100& crystal layer on top of a
5000 Å SiO2 layer on a^100& Si wafer. The sample wa
prepared at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, N
York, and, as revealed by transmission electron microsc
analysis, the interface was sharp~less than 50 Å of rough-
ness!, and the interface near region did not show any sign
cant level of extended defects. The sample was thinned
thermal oxidation and chemical etching and, before e
RBS experiment, the sample was cleaned and etched u
10% HF to remove the native surface oxide film. The sam
was mounted on a three-axis goniometer with a 0.005° p
cision. The 800-keV He21 beam was produced using th
400-kV ion implanter of the Institute of Physics, Por
Alegre. The He21 beam divergence was less than 0.03° f
width.

The measurements were carried out with the beam
pinging on the sample at channeling and random directio
In what follows we are going to take as references
^100& axis (C 5 0! and the$100% plane (f 5 0!. Based on
a recent study,29 we have chosen as a random direction
one defined byC56° andf515°. For the Sî100& direc-
tion, RBS spectra were recorded for severalC angles rang-
ing between21.5° and11.5° ~in 0.1° steps!. In addition,
and in order to average out planar channeling effects,
repeated the measurements at five different azimuthal an
(f515°, 26°, 37°, 56°, and 67°).Then we have taken th
average value corresponding to eachC angle. The backscat
tered He particles were detected by a Si surface barrier
tector placed at 165° with respect to the incident beam.
overall resolution of the detection system was better t
13-keV full width at half maximum.

Typical RBS energy spectra taken with a 800-keV He21

beam atC50.5° and 0.7° tilt angles are shown in Fig.
together with RBS spectra for random and channeling (C 5
0.0°) directions. The channeling spectrum shows several
tures. First, the backscattering minimal yieldxmin ~Ref. 25!
corresponding to the near Si surface isxmin52.5%. Second,
the xmin which corresponds to the near Si/SiO2 interface
region isxmin54%. Third, the near Si/SiO2 interface region
does not show indications of the existence of signific
number of extended defects. Fourth, the Si/SiO2 edge is as
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sharp as the front Si one, if one takes into account the stra
gling of the particles through the Si film. All these feature
indicate that~a! the Si film is of very good quality; and~b!
the near-interface region is well defined and free of a signi
cant level of linear defects. Both observations are in agre
ment with transmission electronic microscopy~TEM! results
given by the supplier. The edge positions for channeling a
random incidence are shown by arrows. They were dete
mined by fitting the corresponding spectra with an algorith
which, in addition to the error function~accounting for par-
ticle straggling and detector resolution!, contains the Ruther-
ford cross-section dependence with energy. Then the ene
loss for well-channeled particles can be straightforwardly o
tained by comparing the energy of the edge positions for t
normal channeled incidence with that for the random one20

However, for increasing incidence angles, the dechanneli
part of the beam becomes larger, distorting the profile
channeled ions which are backscattered at the Si/SiO2 inter-
face. In fact, the energy spectrum of backscattered ions w
correspond to the sum of dechanneled and channeled ions
that the simple analysis considering only the edge positio
will not provide precise results. For instance, according
Fig. 1, the energy loss for 0.5° seems to be smaller than t
one for 0.0°. In order to circumvent this problem, we have t
determine the dechanneling profile and remove it from th
original RBS spectrum. This procedure is described in Se
III and in the Appendix.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The backscattering of a particle that enters into a chann
with an energyE0 and an angle of incidenceC with respect

FIG. 1. Random and channeled RBS spectra for4He21 at 0°,
0.5° and 0.7° about the Si^100& axis of a SIMOX target taken at
800 keV.
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4334 55J. H. R. dos SANTOSet al.
to the channel axis will be dominated by two different sc
tering scenarios:

~a! It can move along the Si^100& channel and then be
backscattered at a depthx8 by defects in the channel or b
the Si and O atoms in the SiO2 layer. It will emerge from the
sample at an angleuout with an energyEc(x8) @see Fig. 2#.

~b! It can move in the channel up to a distance betwe
x9 andx91dx9, and then be dechanneled. Still it may go
a forward direction almost parallel to the channel axis a
finally, as shown by Fig. 2, it will be backscattered at
distancex, emerging from the sample with the same an
uout and energyE(x,x9).

The total fraction of backscattered particles with an e
ergyE1 is given by the contribution of the channeled bac
scattered particles plus those which are first dechanne
most likely in a random direction, and then backscattere

f ~E1!5 f c~E1!1 f d~E1!, ~1!

with

f c~E1!5E
0

`

dx8@12x~x8!#Psc
c ~x8!d„E12Ec~x8!… ~2!

and

f d~E1!5E
0

`

dxE
0

x

dx~x9!Psc~x,x9!d„E12E~x,x9!…,

~3!

wherex(x8) is the fraction of dechanneled particles at t
depthx8, anddx(x9), the fraction of particles dechannele
at the depth betweenx9 andx91dx9. Psc(x,x9) is the prob-
ability of the dechanneled particle being backscattered wi

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of two most important con
butions to the RBS spectrum. Particles that are backscattered a
Si/SiO2, and particles that are dechanneled before being back
tered can have the same detected energies. Herex8 coincides with
the thickness of the film.
-
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a

large angle at a depthx, emerging from the sample with a
energyE(x,x9) at an angleuout relative to the normal of the
target surface.Psc

c (x8) is the probability of a particle being
backscattered inside the channel or in the SiO2 matrix at a
depthx8 from the surface, and being detected at the an
uout with an energyEc(x8). Equation~1! has been evaluate
by assuming an exponentially decreasing channeling frac
@12x(x8)5exp(2lx8)#,30 and using the backscattered pro
abilitiesPsc andPsc

c in terms of atomic densities and Ruth
erford cross sections.25 In order to determineEc(x8) and
E(x,x9) as functions ofx8, x, andx9, we used the random
stopping powers of He in Si and SiO2 of Refs. 31 and 32.
Thus we fittedf (E1) after convoluting it with the energy
straggling and energy resolution of the detection system
the experimental spectra to obtain~a! the fraction of the
dechanneled particles, and~b! the energy loss in the incom
ing path~channeling!. For more details, see the Appendix.
should be stressed that in the fitting procedure there are
two free parameters: the channeled stopping po
(dE/dx)c andl. In addition we would like to mention tha
whenever the fraction of the dechanneled particles is
than, e.g., 15%, this analysis yields the same energy-
value as the one given by the simple error-function-like
ting method.

The solid line in Fig. 1 shows the result of the fittin
procedure applied to the RBS spectrum corresponding
C50.5°. In the same way we have obtained for all RB
spectra the channeling stopping power of the He particle
function of the angleC, and averaged over the azimuth
angle. In addition, we determined the ratioa between the
channeled and the random stopping powers. Figure 3 sh
these final results after averaging them about the axial di
tion. As can be observed, the ratioa has a half-width of
about 0.4° which is almost half of the value of the corr
sponding channeling dip~0.7°) obtained from the dechanne
ing intensity profiles~also shown in Fig. 3!. This means that,
at large angles of incidence, channeled ions lose as m
energy as in a random direction. This feature is a con
quence of the different impact-parameter dependencies o
electronic and nuclear energy transfers, and is related to
spatial distribution and the low mass of the electrons.

IV. THEORETICAL PROCEDURE

The angular dependence of the electronic stopping po
shown in Fig. 3 is a direct consequence of the impa
parameter dependence of the electronic energy loss. LeC
be the entrance angle of the He beam. Then the mean en
lost by the projectile after passing a thicknesst through the
Si crystal is given by

DE~C!5

E
A
d2rE

0

t

dx
dE

dx
~rW !F~C,rW ,x!

E
A
d2rE

0

t

dxF~C,rW ,x!

, ~4!

whereA is the transversal area of the Si^100& channel,rW is
the transversal distance (rW 50 is the center of the channel!,
andF is the ion flux distribution at the distancerW and depth
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the
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x. The energy loss per traversed distancedE/dx(rW ) may be
divided into three contributions,

dE

dx
~rW !5S dEdx ~rW ! D

inner

1S dEdx ~rW ! D
valence

1S dEdx ~rW ! D
proj.-e

.

~5!

The first contribution corresponds to the energy loss
to inner-shell electrons of the Si atoms. Since these elect
are highly localized, and the corresponding energy loss
pends strongly on the transverse distance and may be c
lated accurately by considering the contribution of each
atom.33 Thus, neglecting any solid-state effects, the first te
of Eq. ~5! can be evaluated as

S dEdx ~rW ! D
inner

5
Q~b1!1Q~b2!1Q~b3!1Q~b4!

d
, ~6!

whereQ(b) is the mean energy transferred to the Si inn
shell electrons (K andL shells!. The distanced corresponds
to the interatomic distance~5.43 Å! along the^100& Si di-
rection, andb1, b2, b3, and b4 are the impact parameter
relative to the four Si atoms equidistant from the center
the^100& channel. The contributions from other Si atoms a
neglected, since they are close to zero.

The second term of Eq.~5! is due to the valence electron
of Si (M shell!. These electrons are almost homogeneou

FIG. 3. Ratioa of channeled to random stopping power f
800-keV He ions along the Si^100& direction as a function of the
incidence angle. The full circles are the present experimenta
sults, and the dashed curve is the theoretical calculation base
the coupled-channel method. On the same scale the channelin
~full squares! obtained from the dechanneling profiles is plotted.
e
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distributed. We assume this contribution to be independ

of the ion transverse positionrW . Using the local-density ap
proximation, the spatial variation of the valence-electr
contribution was calculated in Ref. 15 for the Si^100& and
^110& directions. According to this work, the energy lo
across the Si^100& channel is independent of the ion tran

verse positionrW to within 15%, leading to a variation of les
than 3% for the ratio in Figs. 3 and 10. This situation
different for the widest channel,̂110&, where the position
dependence of the electronic energy loss due to the vale
electrons has to be considered.15

Finally, the last term in Eq.~5! corresponds to the energ
loss due to projectile ionization and excitation. The incide
ion He21 can capture electrons from Si. This process lea
to the formation of He1. The energy loss due to this captu
process is already accounted for by the first two terms of
~5!. However, for projectiles carrying electrons, the project
ionization and excitation is also a source of energy loss. T
energy transfer due to projectile ionization and excitat
depends strongly on the impact parameter of the He-Si
lision. Consequently, the energy loss per traversed dista
„dE/dx(rW )…proj.-e for a Si crystal can also be determined
terms of the mean energy loss as a function of the imp
parameterb, similar to Eq.~6!. The orbital radius of ground-
state He1 ~the main fraction of He1 ions! is small compared
to the interatomic distances in Si. Since the velocity is a
low enough, coherence effects due to periodicity of the tar
atoms are expected to be of minor importance.

The electron of the He1 ion can be removed due to Cou
lomb interactions with the Si atoms, producing He21. After
repeated charge-state changing events~after passing just a
few monolayers!, an equilibrium charge-state distribution
attained. The values of charge-state fractions for chann
He ions in Si at 800 keV can be found in Ref. 34. T
charge-state fraction for doubly ionized He ionsf11 is about
0.65, and for singly ionized He ionsf1 is about 0.35. The
fraction f 0 for He

0 may be neglected.
Figure 4 shows a sketch of the basic energy-loss p

cesses for a He ion penetrating Si, namely the Si ioniza
and excitation due to He21 and He1 impact, the projectile
ionization and excitation due to Coulomb interactions w
Si nuclei and electrons, and capture of the Si electrons
unoccupied He states. At high energies, the dominant p
cess is the ionization and excitation of the Si atoms due
He21 impact, which can be accurately described by fir
order perturbation theory. However, in the present case~200
keV/amu!, only nonperturbative calculations yield reliab
energy-loss values. In the case of projectile ionization, fi
order calculations overestimate the electron-loss cross
tion by a factor of 3~for collisions with Ne atoms at 1000
keV!,35,36 because ionization probabilities do exceed 100
in the case of the heavy target.

In order to obtain the ion flux distribution, we use th
string potential model.37,38Consequently, only the transvers
motion ~across the Si^100& channel! has to be determined
For Sî 100& axial channeling, four Moliere string potentials37

were added to calculate the potential energy as a functio
positionrW . We numerically solve Newton’s equations of m
tion for an ensemble of ions impinging on the channel w
entrance angleC. Thus the two-dimensional transverse m

e-
on
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tion and the ion flux distributionF as a function of the
penetrated depth were calculated. The ion flux distribut
could also be estimated by using the assumption of statis
equilibrium.11 However, comparisons with the ion flux dete
mined from the numerical solution of Newton’s equatio
show that statistical equilibrium is not achieved for the tar
thickness used in this work.

The ratioa between the channeled stopping power a
the random one can be written as

a5
^DE&~C!

DErandom
, ~7!

where ^DE& is obtained from Eq.~4! after averaging the
energy loss per traversed distance for each charge state
tribution f1 and f11 . Here we assume the ion flux distribu
tionF to be independent of the projectile charge state for
He21 and He1 ions, since the ion trajectories are basica
determined by the screened potential of Si.DErandomcorre-
sponds to the energy lost by the projectile after passing
target thicknesst in a random direction, and was taken fro
the experimental value of stopping power for He in Si
random incidence.31

In the following we describe the calculation of the ele
tronic energy-loss contribution due to Si inner-shell electro
and the projectile electron~for the He1 fraction!, which are
responsible for the angular dependence of the channe
stopping power. The energy loss associated with the Si
lence electrons is obtained here from the experimental s
ping cross section of Ref. 31 by subtracting the contributio
from other processes.

FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of the basic energy-
processes of a He beam colliding with Si atoms.
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Coupled-channel atomic-orbital „AO… method

It is usually assumed that inner-shell excitations can
adequately treated as localized atomic events. It was sh
by theoretical grounds in Ref. 33 that all high-energy ex
tations ~inner- and outer-shell ionization! in solids may be
treated using atomic-collision models, and that a free-at
model is sufficient to describe energy losses in solids
incident energies above about 10 keV/amu, even when
energy loss is dominated by conduction-band electrons. H
we will focus attention on atomic treatments of the energ
transfer process, putting aside intraband transitions and
lective excitations such as bulk and surface plasmons in s
targets.

This calculation21,22 is based on the impact-paramet
method.39 The projectile following a classical trajectory pro
vides a time-dependent perturbation on the target electr
Hence the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation is solved by
expanding the electronic wave function in a truncated ba
of states consisting of atomic orbitals. A set of first-ord
ordinary coupled differential equations for the coefficien
originating from this expansion, the so called couple
channel equations, is integrated numerically along the c
sical trajectory of the projectile for a given impact parame
b. The independent particle model is adopted for one ac
electron moving in the electrostatic field due to the nuc
and the other electrons, which is included in a frozen- c
Hartree-Fock-Slater framework.

The essence of the present calculation is to solve num
cally in time, step by step, the coupled-channel equation
order to obtain the amplitudesai→ f for transitions from an
initial occupied statei to an unoccupied bound or continuu
statef after the collision (t5`). The excitation and ioniza-
tion probabilities in a collision with impact parameterb are
given by

Pi→ f~b!5 lim
t→`

uai→ f~ t !u2. ~8!

The active electron ground-state wave functionf i and
energyEi , as well as the excited or continuum wave fun
tionsf i→ f and energiesEi→ f ~where a hole in thei th shell is
left! are calculated by the Hartree-Fock-Slater procedur40

Since each excited or continuum state corresponds to a w
defined energy transfer (DEi→ f5Ei→ f2Ei), the average
electronic energy loss due to one electron in thei th shell for
a given impact parameterb can be written as

Qi
P→T~b!5(

f
Pi→ f~b!DEi→ f , ~9!

whereP andT correspond to the projectile and target used
the calculations. It is noted that the above sum has to
replaced by an integral in the case of continuum states.
subscripti indicates the occupied initial state, andf the un-
occupied bound and continuum states. For He21 projectiles,
the average electronic energy loss reads

Q11~b!5(
i
23Qi

He21→Si~b!, ~10!

where the initial statesi correspond to SiK and L shells
( i51s, 2s, 2px , 2py , and 2pz). The factor of 2 correspond

s
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to the number of electrons in the initial orbitali . For the case
of singly ionized He1, the energy loss comes not only fro
the Si inner-shell electrons, but also from projectile ioniz
tion and excitation. Consequently, the mean energy loss
the He1 fraction is

Q1~b!5(
i
23Qi

He1→Si~b!1Q1s
Si→He1

~b!, ~11!

and the energy loss averaged over the charge-state dist
tion is given by

^Q&~b!5 f1Q1~b!1 f11Q11~b!, ~12!

which, in connection with Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~7!, provides the
angular dependence of the stopping power under channe
conditions. For bare incident ions, the active-electron pro
tile interaction is just the Coulomb potential. In the ca
where the projectile carries electrons, the potential seen
the active electron contains not only the Coulomb part du
the projectile-nuclear charge but also the static potential p
duced by the projectile electrons that screen the projec
nuclear charge. It is emphasized that the calculation of
energy loss due to the projectile electron is performed i
frame where the projectile is at rest. Thus the incoming p
turbating particle is the neutral Si atom.

In the present coupled-channel calculations, we use
large number of continuum wave packets~up to 350 ‘‘ger-
ade’’ states with partial waves up tol58), since the compu-
tation of the electronic stopping power demands high ac

FIG. 5. Impact-parameter dependence of the electronic en
loss for 800-keV He21 colliding with Si atoms calculated with the
coupled-channel method. The labels indicate the Si inner she
which the active electron is initially bound.
-
or
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ng
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racy for the emitted-electron energy spectrum. In additio
the energy loss due to capture into projectile states is na
rally included in a large-basis-set calculation. Further deta
of the calculation, e.g., the numerical treatment of continuu
states, adopted basis set, treatment of screened projec
may be found in Refs. 21, 22, and 36.

V. THEORETICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figs. 5–7 we present the coupled-channel results
the impact-parameter dependence of the mean energy los
singly and doubly ionized He ions colliding with Si. The
theoretical curves in Figs. 5 and 6 are labeled with the c
responding initial occupied state. The difference between
2p energy-loss curves is related to the spatial orientation
the 2px , 2py , and 2pz orbitals. The contribution of the Si-
K shell electrons is negligible, and therefore is not shown
Figs. 5 and 6. The sum of these curves multiplied by t
number of electrons in each subshell is represented by a th
solid line, and corresponds to the inner-shell contribution
the energy loss. These contributions are also displayed
Fig. 7 ~solid and dashed lines for He21 and He1, respec-
tively! with the energy loss corresponding to the He1 pro-
jectile ionization and excitation~dashed line!. Finally, the
averaged energy loss~thick solid line! according to the
charge-state distribution@Eq. ~12!# is depicted as a function
of the impact parameter. Using this curve in Eq.~6!, we
obtain the mean energy loss per traversed distance as a f
tion of the ion transverse positionrW inside the channel.

The ion flux distribution calculated for normal incidenc
C50 and integrated along the depth~1500 Å! is presented

gy

to

FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 5, but for He1 projectiles.
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in Fig. 8. The flux peaking in the center is responsible for
decrease of the channeled ion stopping power, since the
ergy loss per traversed distance has a minimum at the ce
of the channel. By increasing the incidence angleC, the flux
distribution becomes more uniform. For large angles,
flux distribution is constant like the one for random dire
tions ~not shown here!. With the angle-dependent flux distr
bution and the averaged energy loss per traversed dista
we obtain the energy loss as a function of the incide
angle.

The calculated ratioa between the channeled and rando
energy loss@Eq. ~7!# is depicted in Fig. 3 as a dashed lin
~labeled by AO!. Although the calculations predict a hal
width similar to that obtained from the experimental resu
the value of the ratioa for the normal incidence is undere
timated by about 13%. This disagreement comes from
straightforward use of Eq.~4! without considering any ex
perimental and/or theoretical corrections.

Regarding the experimental conditions, some comme
can be made. No further cleaning was performed in vacu
so the deposition of hydrocarbon and the formation of a
tive oxide layer may influence the ion flux distribution an
hence the measurements of energy loss. In a series of a
iary experiments, the quantity of carbon deposited on the
surface was estimated. The effect of a maximal quantity
about 20 Å of carbon and 20 Å of amorphous SiO2 due the
formation of native oxide film on the Si^100& channel was
considered in the calculations. A layer of amorphous ma

FIG. 7. Coupled-channel results for the impact parameter de
dence of the energy loss for He ions colliding with Si atoms. Io
ization and excitation of the projectile, in the case of the H1

charge-state fraction is accounted for by considering the collis
system Si1 He1.
e
n-
ter

e

ce,
e

,

e

ts
,
-

xil-
Si
f

-

rial on top of a crystal leads to an angular spreading of the
incident ions after penetrating this layer. This angular
spreading was calculated with the Monte Carlo simulation
TRIM95.32 The simulated profile of anglesC from the crystal
axis and the beam divergence were used to calculate the io
flux distribution. The ratioa increases as a consequence of
the angular spreading by less than 2% at normal incidence
Other corrections for the ion flux distribution such as inelas-
tic multiple scattering and atomic thermal displacements
were also taken into account according to Ref. 37, but they
are negligible~less than 1%!. The effect of the temperature is
also not significant for energy-loss measurements, since th
thermal vibrations induce only small changes on the impact-
parameter distribution. The averaged electronic energy loss
is not sensitive to such small variations.

On the other hand, at a theoretical level, the independen
particle model used to take into account all Si inner-shell
electrons may strongly overestimate the energy loss in the
case of capture events and multiple ionization. Special atten
tion must be drawn to the use of Eqs.~10! and ~11! to cal-
culate the total energy loss due to Si inner-shell electrons
The sum of each subshell contribution used in Eqs.~10! and
~11! is based on the independent-particle model, and ac-
counts for ionization, excitation, and capture processes

n-
-

n

FIG. 8. The flux distribution averaged over 1500 Å of the ions
across the Si^100& channel.
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However, a complete breakdown of the independent-part
model occurs in the case of multiple capture of target e
trons into projectile states because the projectile H1

~He21) cannot capture more than one~two! electron~s! into
the ground state due to the Pauli-exclusion principle. T
simple sum of capture probabilities corresponding to eac
inner electron therefore incorporates unphysical capture
cesses.

In the present calculations, we cannot distinguish the e
tron capture by the projectile from the ionization proce
since we used only target-centered states in the atomic
bital ~AO! expansion. In order to obtain the capture con
bution to the calculated energy loss, in Fig. 9 we compare
energy loss of He21 ions interacting with the 2s Si electron.
The solid line corresponds to coupled-channel calcula
~AO!, and the dashed line represents the energy-loss ca
lations using the boundary-corrected first-order bo
approximation41 for electron capture into the He groun
state. The latter calculation takes into account only the c
ture process in first-order perturbation theory. Both calcu
e
fo
,
e

It
he
a
te
u
th
ta

r
ip
th
ile

tu
le
-

e
Si
o-

c-
,
r-
-
e

n
u-
n

p-
-

tions give the same results for impact parameters larger
0.6 a.u. We can observe two important aspects from
figure. The first one corresponds to the coupled-channel
culation. Even using only target-centered states, this met
provides reliable values for capture probabilities as alre
observed in Ref. 22. Second, the capture process is the m
source of energy loss predominating over target inner-s
ionization. For He1 impact ions, we obtain similar results t
the ones shown in Fig. 9. Further evidence of the domin
capture process is a peak around the electron energy c
sponding to the capture energy transfer which was obse
in the calculated singly differential cross section for col
sions of He21 and He1 with the SiL-shell electrons (2s and
2p).

Assuming that the capture of Si inner-shell electrons i
the He ground state is the dominant energy loss process
must exclude all unphysical multiple processes in order
obtain more accurate energy-loss values. Thus, for He21

projectiles, we use the following expression to suppress
unphysical multiple-capture processes
Qexcl.~b!52Q2s~b!~12P2s
reac.!~12P2px

reac.!2~12P2py
reac.!2~12P2pz

reac.!212Q2px
~b!~12P2s

reac.!2~12P2px
reac.!~12P2py

reac.!2

3~12P2pz
reac.!212Q2py

~b!~12P2s
reac.!2~12P2px

reac.!2~12P2py
reac.!~12P2pz

reac.!2

12Q2pz
~b!~12P2s

reac.!2~12P2px
reac.!2~12P2py

reac.!2~12P2pz
reac.!1Qtwo-electron~b!, ~13!

with

Qtwo-electron~b!52Q2s~b!P2s
reac.~12P2px

reac.!2~12P2py
reac.!2~12P2pz

reac.!212Q2px
~b!P2px

reac.~12P2s
reac.!2~12P2py

reac.!2~12P2pz
reac.!2

12Q2py
~b!P2py

reac.~12P2s
reac.!2~12P2px

reac.!2~12P2pz
reac.!212Q2pz

~b!P2pz
reac.~12P2s

reac.!2~12P2px
reac.!2~12P2py

reac.!2

12„Q2s~b!P2px
reac.1Q2px

~b!P2s
reac.

…~12P2s
reac.!~12P2px

reac.!~12P2py
reac.!2~12P2pz

reac.!21•••, ~14!
ent-

he
ted

-
O*
or
where Pi
reac.5( fPi→ f is the reaction probability, i.e., th

sum over ionization, excitation, and capture probabilities
one electron from the i th Si inner-shell. Therefore
(12Pi

reac.) corresponds to the probability of the electron r
maining in the ground state. Thus Eq.~13! provides all one-
and two-electron processes leading to the energy loss.
pointed out that the above expression still allows for ot
double ionization and excitation processes involving
inner-shell electron and a valence-band electron. It is no
that electron capture of valence-band electrons is quite
likely because of the low orbital velocity in comparison wi
the projectile velocity and the energy mismatch between
get and projectile states.

In the case of He1 projectiles, we must exclude othe
than single-electron processes. Moreover, the Pauli princ
has to be explicitly taken into account in the case of
capture into the He1 ground state. In this case, the project
cannot capture a Si electron with the same spin direction
the projectile electron. Then the energy loss due to cap
into He1 ground state is
r

-

is
r
n
d
n-

r-

le
e

as
re

Q~b!5Q2s~b!~12P2s
reac.!~12P2px

reac.!2~12P2py
reac.!2

3~12P2pz
reac.!21Q2px

~b!~12P2s
reac.!2~12P2px

reac.!

3~12P2py
reac.!2~12P2pz

reac.!21Q2py
~b!~12P2s

reac.!2

3~12P2px
reac.!2~12P2py

reac.!~12P2pz
reac.!21Q2pz

~b!

3~12P2s
reac.!2~12P2px

reac.!2~12P2py
reac.!2~12P2pz

reac.!.

~15!

Thus we have performed corrections on the independ
particle model. In this correction~called AO*), we consider
Eq. ~13! for the He21 projectiles, and Eq.~15! for the
He1 projectiles. We are assuming only capture into t
He1 ground state, since the capture into projectile exci
states are of minor importance.

The energy-loss ratioa calculated by excluding the un
physical capture processes according to the procedure A
described above is shown in Fig. 10 by a solid line. F
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comparison, the experimental data from Fig. 3 are also
sented with the original AO calculations. A very good agre
ment is found between the AO* theoretical results and
experimental ones. This figure shows that by excluding
multiple processes involving the Si inner-shell electrons
the coupled-channel results for one electron, we obtain r
able values of the impact-parameter-dependent energy l

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we measured and calculated the energy
of 800-keV He ions channeled along the Si^100& axis as a
function of the incidence angle. The measurements were
formed by using the standard Rutherford backscattering te
nique on SIMOX targets. A special algorithm was develop
in order to analyze the RBS spectra, and extract the ch
neled component from the raw spectrum. The results sh
that the ratioa between the channeled and random stopp
powers has a half-width of about 0.4°, which is mu
smaller than the corresponding Si^100& channeling dip
~0.7°), obtained from the yield of dechanneled He particl
This feature is a direct consequence of the different imp
parameter dependencies of the electronic and nuclear en
transfers.

From the theoretical point of view, a full analysis of th
stopping power of channeled particles was performed
considering the impact-parameter-dependent energy

FIG. 9. Comparison between the energy loss due to the Ss
shell calculated from the coupled-channel method with the one
tained for the capture from the Si 2s shell into the He21 ground
state in the boundary-corrected first-order Born approximation~Ref.
41!.
e-
-
e
e
n
li-
s.
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r-
h-
d
n-
w
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.
t-
rgy

y
ss,

projectile charge states, and ion flux distribution. T
energy-loss calculations were based on a numerical solu
of the coupled-channel equations for each Si inner-shell e
tron, and also for the projectile electron in the case of sin
ionized He projectiles. The independent-particle model w
used to obtain the total energy loss.

Near the stopping power maximum~at 800 keV!, the an-
gular dependence of the stopping power is basically due
projectile electron loss and capture process from Si inn
shell electrons. The ratioa is well reproduced by coupled
channel calculations by excluding multiple-electron pr
cesses involving the Si inner-shell electrons. In this w
very good agreement with the experimental results has b
achieved without using any free parameters or further
proximations. Moreover, the present results provide tools
a better understanding of the energy loss of ions under ch
neling conditions.
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the coupled-channel calculations excluding unphysical capture
cesses.
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APPENDIX

According to Sec. III, the total fraction of backscatter
particles detected with an energyE1 is given by the contri-
bution of ~a! the channeled backscattered particles, and~b!
those which are first dechanneled~most likely in a random
direction! and then backscattered. In order to evaluate
~2!, we first have to obtain

Ec~x8!5HKE02@Sc#x8 for x8<t

KE02@Sc#t2@S#SiO2~x82t ! for x8.t,
~A1!

with K being the kinematic factor for Si,E0 the incident
beam energy,t the crystal layer thickness, and with th
energy-loss factor

@Sc#[
K

cosu1
S dEdxD

c

1
1

cosu2
S dEdxD

r

out

~A2!

for the Si layer. Hereu1 andu2 are the angles between th
beam and the sample normal and between the sample no
and the detector direction respectively, (dE/dx)c is the chan-
neled specific energy loss~to be determined!, and
(dE/dx) r

out, the random one along the outward path~for the
r-

or

th
I-

.

al

present case,u15C and u25uout). The factor @S#SiO2 is
similar to expression~A2! for the SiO2 matrix.

The backscattering probability for the channeled fract
of the beam is given by

Psc
c ~x8!dx85Nc~x8!s~E8!dx8, ~A3!

s being the Rutherford backscattering differential cross s
tion, andNc the density of silicon atoms as seen by t
channeled fraction of the ions. The energyE8 just before
backscattering in this case is

E855 E02S dEdxD
c

x8

cosu1
for x8<t

E02S dEdxD
c

t

cosu1
2S dEdxD

in

SiO2 x82t

cosu1
for x8.t.

~A4!

We now assume that the differential dechanneling pr
ability dx at a depthj is proportional to the fraction of
channeled particles,

dx~j!5l~12x!dj, ~A5!

wherel is the dechanneling rate.
Using the expressions forEc(x8) @Eq. ~A1!#, Psc

c @Eq.
~A3!#, andx @Eq. ~A5!# in Eq. ~2! , we obtain the following
expression forf c(E1):
f c~E1!55
NSi
SiO2

@S#Si
SiO2

s0

e2lt

S 12
1

E0cosu1 F S dEdxD
c

t1S dEdxD
in

SiO2KE02E12@Sc#t

@S#SiO2 G D 2 for E1<KE02@Sc#t

0 for E1.KE02@Sc#t

~A6!
wheres0[s(E0) andNSi
SiO2 is the partial density of Si in

SiO2.
Concerning expression~3!, the detected energy of a pa

ticle which is dechanneled atx9 and backscattered atx>x9
reads

E~x,x9!5KE02@Sr #x1KDSeffx9, ~A7!

where

DSeff[

S dEdxD
r

in

2S dEdxD
c

cosu1
~A8!

for the silicon matrix. The probability of backscattering f
the dechanneled fraction of the beam is also given by

Psc~x,x9!dx5N~x!s~E!dx, ~A9!

N being the partial density of Si atoms as seen by
dechanneled fraction of the ions (NSi for the Si layer and
NSi
SiO2 for the SiO2 matrix!,
e

E5E02S dEdxD
r

in x

cosu1
1DSeffx9. ~A10!

After combining Eqs.~A5!, ~A7!, ~A9!, and~3!, we obtain

f d~E1!5
exp~lb!s0

@Sr #

35
NSi
SiO2F I S t1b

c D2I S bcD G for E1,KE02@Sr #t

NSiF I ~ t !2I S bcD G1NSi
SiO2F I S t1b

c D2I ~ t !G
for KE02@Sr #t<E1,KE02@Sc#t

NSiF I S b

c21D2I S bcD G for E1>KE02@Sc#t

~A11!

where
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I[E dx
exp~2lcx!

~12ax!2
, ~A12!

a[

S dEdxD
r

in

E0cosu1
, ~A13!

c[
@Sr #

KDSeff
, ~A14!

and
an

an

v.

-

la

es

l.

s

k,

in,

d

R
s

ys
b~E1![
KE02E1

KDSeff
. ~A15!

After convoluting expressions~A6! and ~A11! with the
energy straggling and energy resolution of the detection s
tem, we can fit the experimental spectrum and obt
(dE/dx)c from the fitting procedure. It should be stress
that, in the above fitting procedure, the only free parame
are the channeling stopping power (dE/dx)c and the~con-
stant! dechanneling ratel.
s.
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